Feed and label thick preinserted newspaper packages

The thick preinserted newspaper packages have met their match. The football shaped packages that have been a problem for feeding equipment, can now be handled with ease on the Kansa 600 Feeder Base.

Vacuum suckers and a positive nip roller allow the Kansa 600 to feed up to a 128 page package.

A pressure sensitive label gives a professional finish and can be applied anywhere on your product. Quick set-up makes the Kansa 600 Feeder Base and 550 Label Head the most efficient labeling system for all short and long production runs.

Features Include:

- Easy set-up and operation
- Electronic eye controls label placement
- Pressure sensitive labels can be generated on most computers
- Zip sorting is possible with optional zip scanner
- Post-It® note compatible (550 Label Head)
- Jog control, stop button and vacuum adjustments are easily accessible
- Accurate optional batch and total counters
- Fingertip adjustable side guides
- Adjustable table for product jogging
- Timed and fluff air standard
- Ink jet compatible (model 600-I)
550 Label Head is accurate and adjustable. Labels can be positioned anywhere on your product.

525 Quarter-Folder

Speed: Up to 15,000 cycles per hour
Product Dimensions: 8½” L x 11” W to 12½” L x 18½” W
(215.9 mm L x 279.4 mm W to 317.5 mm L x 469.9 mm W)
Product Thickness: Single sheet to 96 page tab
Electrical Requirements: 208/230 volt, 50/60 Hz, 1 ph, 30 amp service

With the Modular System you have a choice of:
1. Label and quarter-fold in one operation
2. Labeling only
3. Quarter-folding only
4. Free standing quarter-folding
5. Feeder base only